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Inflation and brane gases
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We investigate a new way of realizing a period of cosmological inflation in the context of brane gas
cosmology. It is argued that a gas of codimension one branes, out of thermal equilibrium with the rest of the
matter, has an equation of state which can—after stabilization of the dilaton—lead to power-law inflation of the
bulk. The most promising implementation of this mechanism might be in type IIB superstring theory, with
inflation of the three large spatial dimensions triggered by ‘‘stabilized embedded 2-branes.’’ Possible applica-
tions and problems with this proposal are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a lot of recent interest~see e.g.@1# for a
review of various approaches! in the possibility that string
theory may provide a new scenario for the very early U
verse which can address some of the cosmological ques
@2# which the inflationary universe scenario does not answ
In particular, extended objects which appear in string the
may play an important role, either in terms of their impact
the bulk dynamics@3,4#, or as hypersurfaces on which th
matter fields of the standard model of particle physics
localized~see e.g.@5# for a recent review!.

In particular, since inflation is the most successful pa
digm for explaining the large size and the overall appro
mate homogeneity of the Universe@6# and also yields the
most successful theory for generating primordial dens
fluctuations and cosmic microwave background anisotrop
~see e.g.@7,8# for reviews!, it is of interest to explore whethe
string theory can provide new~and hopefully better moti-
vated! ways of achieving a phase of cosmological inflation
the very early Universe~see e.g.@9# for a recent review!. It is
possible that a phase of inflation resulting from string the
can already be seen at the level of the four space-ti
dimensional supergravity description of the low energy lim
of the theory. However, it is also of interest to investiga
new ways of obtaining inflation which are tied to intrins
cally stringy effects. ‘‘Brane inflation’’ is one possibility, in
which the separation@10,11# or the angle@12# between two
branes yields the inflaton field~see also@13,14# for related
approaches!. Another way of obtaining cosmological infla
tion is via the mechanism of topological inflation@15,16#
resulting from the defects which form as a consequence
brane-antibrane annihilation~see e.g.@17# for the basic phys-
ics!. Yet another possibility is to have inflation in the conte
of ‘‘mirage cosmology,’’ where our space-time is a test bra
moving in a curved background space-time@18–20#.

In this paper we suggest a new way of obtaining b
0556-2821/2004/69~8!/083502~7!/$22.50 69 0835
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inflation from intrinsically stringy physics. We observe th
~in the context of considering stringy matter on a dynami
background field, and after fixing of the dilaton field! the
winding modes1 of a gas of co-dimension-1 branes~out of
thermal equilibrium! have an equation of state which yield
power-law inflation, as long as the separation of the brane
much smaller than the Hubble radius.2

Since the resulting accelerated expansion of space
blow up the curvature radius of these branes relative to
Hubble radius, in our proposed mechanism inflation will
of finite duration~there is no graceful exit problem!, since
the accelerated expansion will end once the separation o
branes becomes comparable to the Hubble radius. After
flation ends, the Universe will take on a phase of nonacc
erating dynamics governed by a network of branes with c
vature radius comparable to the Hubble radius. This ph
must end before the time of nucleosynthesis in order to av
an overabundance problem analogous to the ‘‘domain w
problem’’ of particle cosmology@22#. We comment on vari-
ous possibilities to avoid this problem, the most promising
which appears to be to use ‘‘stabilized embedded walls’’~un-
stable 2-branes stabilized by plasma effects! to drive infla-
tion.

In the following, we briefly review some of the require
background from string theory. Next, we discuss our infl
tionary solution and study the dynamics after inflation. In t
final section, we discuss ways in which our mechanism co
fit into a string cosmology scenario of the early Univers
and address some problems of the proposed mechanism

1As demonstrated below, all we require is a gas of branes wi
curvature radius larger than the Hubble radius.

2Note that an interesting but unrelated mechanism by whic
thermal gas of winding modes of open strings on D-branes ca
inflation of the brane in a very high energy regime of Hagedo
density was suggested in@21#.
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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II. BACKGROUND

Besides the perturbative string excitations, the nonper
bative spectrum of string theory includesDp branes@23#,
hypersurfaces withp space-like and one time-like dimensio
on which open strings end. There are stable and unst
branes. Stable~BPS! branes couple to gauge fields~coming
from the Ramond-Ramond sector! of rank (p11), wherep
is odd for type IIB string theory, andp is even for type IIA
string theory. There also exist unstable~non-BPS! Dp-branes
with the complementary dimensions, i.e.p odd~even! in type
IIA ~B! string theory@24,25# ~see e.g@26# for a review of
stable and unstable branes in string theory!. The instability of
a non-BPS brane is manifested in terms of the presence
tachyonic field in its world volume theory.

In the context of cosmology, both stable and unsta
branes may play a role. The field theory analogs of sta
branes are topological defects. It is well known that defe
can play an important role in early Universe cosmology~see
e.g. @27–29# for reviews!. The field theory analogs of un
stable branes are embedded defects~see the following para-
graph!, and it has recently been realized that these can
be of importance in the early Universe. Under certain c
cumstances, unstable defects are stabilized by plasma e
@30,31# ~see e.g.@32–34# for some recent suggestions of the
role in cosmology!. Similarly, unstable branes could be st
bilized in the early Universe and play a role in cosmolog
For some possible applications of unstable branes in cos
ogy unrelated to our present work see e.g.@15,35,36#. In the
following, we will call unstable branes which are stabilize
by plasma effects ‘‘stabilized embedded branes.’’

Certain conditions on the coupling of brane or bulk fiel
to the order parameter describing the unstable brane mu
satisfied in order for our proposed mechanism to work. R
call @30# that unstable topological defects can be stabilize
after symmetry breaking there are gauge fields~photon field
in the case of the electroweak Z-string! which couple asym-
metrically to the different components of the order parame
~Higgs field!, and these gauge fields are still in thermal eq
librium. We assume that brane and bulk gauge fields play
role of the photon field~in the case of the electrowea
Z-string!, i.e. they are still in thermal equilibrium afte
tachyon condensation, and they couple asymmetrically to
different components of the tachyons. It remains to
worked out in which brane scenarios these conditions
met.

The formation of both stable branes and unstable bra
stabilized by plasma effects is analogous to the formation
topological defects in cosmology. One scenario is that a
work of branes forms after a phase transition in M-theo
which occurs as the Universe expands and the tempera
drops. By arguments due to Kibble@37# and Zurek@38#, such
a phase transition will leave behind a random hypersurf
network of branes with a microphysical correlation leng
~the correlation length gives the mean separation and
curvature radius of the brane network!. Note that if the phase
transition takes place at temperatures significantly lower t
the Planck temperature, then the correlation length is m
smaller than the Hubble lengthH21, whereH is the Hubble
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expansion rate. In this case, the effect of the branes on
background geometry can be analyzed in thebrane gasap-
proximation, where one averages the matter distribution o
a Hubble volume to obtain an average energy density
pressure which determine the evolution of the backgrou
cosmology. Note that in this context the branes areout of
thermal equilibrium. This is how topological defects emerg
in cosmology. Since the nature of nonperturbative str
theory is not known, it is not clear that brane gas cosmolo
admits a phase transition of the above nature as the temp
ture increases. Another possibility~explored in detail in the
context of string gases on a fixed background geometry@39–
41#! is that as the brane gas density increases, the br
reach a Hagedorn-like@42# phase, in which the energy den
sity of matter is dominated by infinite branes. Such infin
branes, in the context of spatial manifolds which are toroid
are branes with nonvanishing winding number~see also@43#
for work on string thermodynamics in the presence
branes!.

To fix a simple example, we consider for the moment
spatial dimensions to be toroidal, and the initial state of m
ter to be a dense brane gas containing winding modes. G
such an initial dense network of branes out of thermal eq
librium, the correlation length will increase as the scale fa
tor a(t) as the Universe expands. Fluctuations on the bra
with wavelength smaller than the Hubble radius will under
damped oscillatory motion, whereas fluctuation modes w
wavelength greater than the Hubble radius will be froz
Any net translational motion will also be damped out. In t
absence of efficient annihilation between modes with op
site winding number, the brane gas will thus approach a
of static branes whose energy density is dominated by
straight brane contribution.3

The equation of state for a gas of straight branes~neglect-
ing possible gauge charges on the branes! was worked out in
@44#. Here we briefly review the analysis. The space-tim
history of a p-dimensional object in a
D5(d11)-dimensional space-time with metricgmn is rep-
resented by the world sheetxm5xm(za), where m
50, . . . ,D labels the space-time coordinates andza are the
coordinates on the world sheet witha50, . . . ,p. The in-
duced metric on thep-brane isgab5gmnx,a

m x,b
n . The action

of the brane is the Nambu-Goto action

Sp52tpE dp11zA2g, ~1!

where we have assumed a constant dilatonw, so that

tp5ke2wTp5kTp /g5k~2p!21g21a82(p11)/2. ~2!

Here,Tp is the brane tension,g5e^w& is the string coupling,
and the string scale is given bya85,s

2 . We have inserted a

3Note that the energy density in the many other fields emerg
from string theory will redshift faster than the energy density of t
winding modes considered here.
2-2
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factor k which equals 1 for stable branes but can be mu
smaller than 1 for stabilized embedded branes.

Now consider a gas ofDp branes embedded ind spatial
dimensions. The energy-momentum tensor is given by va
tion of the action~1! with respect to the metricgmn

Tmn5
22

A2g

dS

dgmn

5tpE dp11zd (D)
„x2x~z!…A2ggab]axm]bxn. ~3!

For a Dp-brane gas, Eq.~3! leads to the equation of stat
@44#

Pp5Fp11

d
v22

p

dGrp , ~4!

wherePp is the pressure andrp is the energy density of the
gas ofp branes. In the relativistic limit (v2→1), the branes
behave as a relativistic fluid withw[Pp /rp5(1/d), while
in the nonrelativistic case (v2→0), we obtain

w52
p

d
. ~5!

III. INFLATION FROM BRANE GASES

We will work in the context of an initially hot, expandin
Universe ofd spatial dimensions. We start our consideratio
with a configuration of matter taken to be a dense gas
branes of all dimensions allowed in the underlying theo
The background is described by the Einstein action. T
implies that we are assuming the dilaton has been fixed
some mechanism. Under the assumptions discussed in
previous section, the expansion of the early Universe w
produce a gas of branes which are straight and static
microphysical scales, and whose equation of state is give
Eq. ~5!.

The Einstein equations for a (d11)-dimensional Uni-
verse can be written as

ä

a
52

8pGd11

d~d21!
@~d22!rp1dpp#, ~6!

ȧ2

a2
5

16pGd11

d~d21!
rp , ~7!

whereGd11 is the (d11)-dimensional Newton constant.
Since the correlation lengths of branes of different dim

sions will be comparable, the matter content of a brane
will initially be dominated by the branes with the large
value ofp ~the heaviest of the branes!. Neglecting the con-
tribution of the other branes, making use of the equation
state~5! and inserting this into Eq.~6!, one can combine Eqs
~6! and ~7! to obtain

a~ t !}t2/(d2p). ~8!
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Thus, provided the power in~8! is greater than 1, i.e. pro
vided that d5p11, we obtain accelerated expansio
~power-law inflation!.4 In three spatial dimensions, a perio
of inflation is driven by domain walls (p52).5

Our inflationary scenario has a natural graceful e
mechanism: during the period of accelerated expansion,
correlation lengthj(t) of the defect network increases rel
tive to the Hubble radius. Oncej(t) is comparable to
H21(t)5@(d2p)/2#t, the brane gas approximation brea
down since the distribution of the branes averaged ove
Hubble expansion time becomes inhomogeneous, and in
tion will end ~see the following section for arguments as
the further cosmological evolution!.

The above criterion for the end of inflation allows us
estimate the duration of the inflationary phase. Given
initial conditions, the energy density is dominated by t
network of straightp branes. Their energy density at th
initial time t i is given by~up to a factor of order unity!

r~ t i !5tpt i
p t i

j~ t i !
t i

2d , ~9!

wheretp is the rescaled tension of thep brane, the first two
factors on the right hand side of the equation give the ene
of a single brane within the Hubble volume, the third fact
gives the number of branes per Hubble volume, and the
factor is the inverse of the Hubble volume. The brane tens
is given in terms of the string length,s and the string cou-
pling constantg by Eq. ~2!. Making use of the first Fried-
mann equation~7!, and replacing the higher-dimension
gravitational constantG by the corresponding fundament
gravitational length scalel f ~defined viaG5, f

d21), we ob-
tain ~settingp115d in order to obtain inflation!

H~ t i !
25

8

d~d21!g
kS , f

,s
D d 1

, fj~ t i !
. ~10!

The important ratio between Hubble radius and correlat
length at timet i is

H21~ t i !

j~ t i !
5S d~d21!

8 D 1/2

g1/2k21/2S ,s

, f
D d/2S , f

j~ t i !
D 1/2

.

~11!

During the period of inflation, the correlation length in
creases asa(t) whereas the Hubble radius increases o
linearly in time. Thus, the correlation length has caught up
the Hubble radius increases at a timet f ~the end of inflation!
given by

t f

t i
5

H21~ t i !

j~ t i !
. ~12!

4Note that this result agrees with what follows from the study
@45# of the late time dynamics of brane gases in M-theory@useg
53 andm150 in their Eq.~40!#.

5The idea of wall-dominated inflation was first made in@22# ~see
also @46#!.
2-3
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The ratio of scale factors att f and t i is the square of this
expression. The numberN of e-foldings of inflation is given
by

N5 lnS a~ t f !

a~ t i !
D . ~13!

If, as an example, we assumej(t i)5,s ~motivated by the
fact that the initial separation of topological defects afte
phase transition is of the order of the inverse of the symm
try breaking scale@37,29#!, then Eq.~13! gives

N. ln~gk21!1~d21!ln
,s

, f
. ~14!

Thus, we conclude that it is possible to obtain a suffici
number of e-foldings of inflation to solve the problems
standard big bang cosmology@6# provided that the ratio
,s /, f is large. Working, for example, withg5k51, d53
and , f

2151019 GeV, we require,s
21<107 GeV to obtain

more than the 55 e-foldings of inflation~required for the
scenario to solve the problems of standard big bang cosm
ogy!. For stabilized embedded defects withk21@1, the up-
per bound on the string scale is less severe~i.e. higher!.

Note that, from a naive point of view~treating the fluc-
tuations generated in our model like the fluctuations gen
ated in a model of power-law inflation driven by a sca
field with exponential potential!, the inflationary period dis-
cussed above is not capable of explaining the observed
sity fluctuations and microwave anisotropies, since the p
dicted spectral slopens deviates too much from a scale
invariant ns51 one. To first order in the powera52/(d
2p) which appears in the scale factora(t) @see ~8!# one
obtains~see e.g.@47#!

ns2152
2

a
, ~15!

whereas the observed spectral index is now known to b
the rangens21520.0760.03 @48#. Thus, in order for our
scenario to make contact with observed inhomogeneities
require a different mechanism to produce the primordial fl
tuations. We will return to this issue later.

IV. EVOLUTION AFTER INFLATION

Once the correlation length becomes comparable to
Hubble radius, inflation will end. In particular, at that tim
the approximation of treating matter as a homogeneous b
gas breaks down, since the typical density fluctuations
Hubble volume, which can be estimated viadE/E ~whereE
is the total energy within the Hubble volume, anddE is the
energy which a single brane contributes!, become of order
unity.

Once a Hubble volume no longer contains one of
branes responsible for the period of inflation, the dynam
of that volume are determined by whatever matter is left~e.g.
the lower-dimensional branes!. The volume will undergo
nonaccelerating power-law expansion, and now the Hub
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radius will increase relative to the correlation lengthj(t) of
the p5d21 branes. Thus, the dynamical evolution after t
end of inflation is governed by

j~ t !;t. ~16!

In particular, the energy of the Universe continues to
dominated by thesep5d21 branes, leading to a severe d
main wall overabundance problem.

Since the energy density of matter other than thep5d
21 branes is suppressed by a power ofeN relative to the
energy density of thep5d21 branes, and since the energ
density of thep5d21 branes is already quite low, name
given by a typical mass scale

m~ t f !5r~ t f !
1/(d11) ~17!

which @making use of Eqs.~9! and ~12!# is of the order

m~ t f !5S 4

pd~d21! D
1/(d11)

g22/(d11)

3k2/(d11)
, f

,s
S ,s

, f
D 2/(d11)

,s
21 , ~18!

there is also a potential problem of how to reheat the U
verse.

Thus, it appears that in order to obtain an acceptable
time cosmology, thep5d21 branes must decay, both t
solve the domain wall problem and to achieve reheating.

As mentioned at the end of the previous section, the a
batic fluctuations generated by our model of inflation ha
the wrong spectral index, namelyns50, and thus canno
explain the observed large-scale structure and microw
anisotropies. Thus, the model needs additional ingredien
order to successfully connect with present observatio
Having said this, it is important to realize that the fluctu
tions generated in our model willnot be equivalent to the
fluctuations generated in a scalar field toy model wh
yields the same expansion rate, the reason being that br
~like defects! generated iso-curvature fluctuations. As long
the branes have not decayed, a spectrum of curvature
tuations which is scale-invariant when measured at Hub
radius crossing will result@49#. At the time of the brane
decay, these primordial iso-curvature fluctuations will co
tribute to an adiabatic mode. The details of this process
main to be studied. In analogy to what can be achieved@50#
in the Pre-Big-Bang@51# scenario, where the primordia
adiabatic spectrum has the wrong index~namelyns54 @52#!
it is possible that other matter fields obtain a scale-invari
spectrum of iso-curvature modes which upon the decay
these fields yields an adiabatic mode via the curvaton me
nism@53–56#. Since the spectrum of our primordial adiaba
mode is red, it is likely that any additional mechanism li
the two possibilities we just mentioned will dominate th
spectrum on scales of present cosmological interest.
2-4
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V. DISCUSSION

We have proposed a new mechanism for obtaining b
inflation in the context of string cosmology. The mechani
is based on a gas ofp5d21 branes causing power-law in
flation of thed space-dimensional bulk in which the value
the dilaton is fixed. The duration of inflation is automatica
finite in our scenario. However, the final state is faced w
both a domain wall problem and a reheating problem.

The first issue we wish to focus on in this section is h
the domain wall and reheating problems can be resolv
Our idea is that this will occur via the decay of the bran
which are responsible for inflation. The decay will relea
the brane energy into ordinary matter and cause the ‘‘te
perature’’~defined here as the fourth root of the energy d
sity! of the Universe to take on the value given in Eq.~18!.

How can brane decay occur? If the branes which are d
ing inflation are stabilized embedded branes, then the bra
will automatically decay once the temperature of the plas
has dropped sufficiently low~see@30,31#!. If the branes are
stable, the problem is more severe. One possibility is
eventually the branes and antibranes will annihilate, leav
a state with no long branes. This possibility, although
works for topologically stable branes as well as for bran
which are dynamically stable but not topologically stable~no
conserved quantum number!, seems hard to reconcile wit
the topological arguments for the existence of long bra
~arguments derived in the context of topological defects
field theory—see the reviews@27–29#!. Another possibility
~suggested first by Seckel@46#! is that holes in the brane
nucleate and ‘‘eat up’’ the branes at the speed of light. Si
this occurs in the post-inflationary phase, there is no cau
ity obstruction to the local decay of the network of bran
within one Hubble volume. However, the local decay is on
possible if the walls are not protected by a topological qu
tum number.

It is important that brane decay occurs sufficiently ea
such that the Universe has time to homogenize and ther
ize sufficiently before the time of recombination~see e.g.
@34# for a study of the corresponding constraint on stabiliz
embedded topological defects!. There are also possible con
straints from inhomogeneous nucleosynthesis.

The second question addressed in this section is how
mechanism suggested in this paper might fit into a cohe
picture of early Universe string cosmology, in particul
whether there is any way to connect the proposal made
with the ideas of@3,4# ~see also the more recent work
@57,58#! on how the dynamics of brane winding modes c
create a hierarchy of scales between the three spatial dim
sions we see and the other spatial dimensions.

In the following, we will take three different startin
points corresponding to different corners of the M-theo
moduli space and discuss how our proposal might fit
First, consider 11D supergravity. This theory contains stabl
M2 and M5 branes. In this context, the dilaton is fixed a
the background equations are the Einstein equations. Ea
et al. @45# have recently studied the effects of winding mod
of M2 branes~on a toroidal Universe where space isT10) on
the dynamics of a homogeneous but anisotropic cosmo
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and they found that, given initial conditions for which th
radii of all the tori are comparable, the dynamics favors th
spatial dimensions becoming larger than the other o
~which we call ‘‘internal’’!. Implicitly, the assumption was
made that the M5 branes have all annihilated. We will ma
a stronger assumption, fixing the radion fields correspond
to the internal dimensions, and start with a dense gas of
branes. The M2 branes which wrap two of the large spa
dimensions can give rise to inflation by the mechanism
are proposing~M5 branes wrapping three internal dime
sions would have the same effect!. Since the M2 branes ar
stable, this scenario has a serious domain wall prob
~which, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, can
addressed successfully!.

As suggested by@59#, it is possible that brane intersec
tions play an important role in M-theory cosmology. Th
might also lead to new possibilities for brane gas inflatio
We leave an investigation of this possibility to future wor

As an orthogonal starting point we considertype IIA
string theory. Again, we fix the dilaton and the radion fiel
by hand. This theory contains stable D2 branes which w
generate inflation according to our proposed mechani
Higher dimensional stable branes for which all but tw
cycles wrap internal dimensions will contribute to inflatio
in an analogous way. As in the previous example, we
faced with a serious domain wall problem.

Turning now totype IIB string theory, we first again as
sume that the dilaton and radion fields have been fixed
some mechanism unrelated to our scenario. In this case, t
are stable D1 branes and unstable 2-branes. The uns
2-branes, provided that they are stabilized by plasma eff
early on, can drive a period of inflation by our mechanis
They will decay at late times, and will thus not lead to
domain wall problem. The stable D1 branes will take on
scaling solution like cosmic strings~without dominating the
energy density of the Universe! @27–29#, and will lead to
predictions for fluctuations which are in principle testab
Specifically, these strings yield line discontinuities in t
cosmic microwave temperature maps@60#. In order not to
conflict with present observational bounds~the most strin-
gent bounds come from the location and narrowness of
first acoustic peak in the spectrum of microwave anisot
pies; see e.g.@61# for a recent review on the confrontatio
between topological defect models and observational c
straints!, the string scale must be sufficiently low such th
the string tension is less than about 1028 GeV2.

In the context of type IIB string theory we can try t
merge the ideas of creating a hierarchy in the scales of
tial dimensions@3,4# with the mechanism for inflation pro
posed here. We will make use of the fact that od
dimensional branes are stable and heavy, but ev
dimensional branes are unstable. If they are stabilized
plasma effects, it is likely that the core will undergo a ‘‘co
phase transition’’@62# analogous to what occurs for stab
lized embedded defects in field theory@30,33,31#. In this
case, the effective tension is much smaller than it would
for a stable brane of the same dimension@this was our mo-
tivation for introducing the factork in Eq. ~2!#. Let us now
begin the time evolution with all spatial dimensions of t
2-5
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same size, and the dilaton free. As discussed in@4#, all stable
higher dimensional branes annihilate, leaving behind
stable D1 branes. These will annihilate only in three spa
dimensions, allowing these to grow, and keeping the oth
small. Note that if the stabilized embedded branes are m
lighter than the stable branes, there still will be stabiliz
embedded 2-branes after the hierarchy of spatial dimens
develops. Since in the three large dimensions there are
more stable branes present, the stabilized embedded 2-b
will now dominate the dynamics, leading to inflation of the
dimensions, and without creating a domain wall problem

To summarize the discussion of the previous paragrap
appears that in the context of type IIB it is possible to co
nect the speculations of@3,4# on the origin of the hierarchy
between the sizes of spatial dimensions with late time c
Re
D.
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mology. Key is the mechanism proposed in this pap
namely inflation triggered by a gas of stabilized embedd
membranes.
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